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W.· D. Frenzel, Inc. Management Counsel 
1028 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036 

Mr. Robert S. McNamara 
President 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 H Street, ~ .w . 

Washington, D. C. l0433 

Dear Mr. McNamara : 

March 22, 1971 

(202) 293-3180 

Thank you for inviting me to meet with you last Friday to 
discuss your concerns about the Bank's ~ersonnel management activity 
and for ·asking me to assess that activity. As you requested, I have 
been completely candid in expressing my impressions and views. 

This report is based on ~vo weeks' observation at the Bank. 
During that time my work took me into the Public Utilities Projects, 
Transportation Projects, Eastern Africa, Computing Activities, and 
Treasurer's Departments in addition to Controller' s. In all these 
contacts I encountered evidence of poor morale and cynicism. Al
most without exception, individuals at all levels were anxious to 
talk about problems with Personnel and to criticize it for being 
"rigid," "arbitrary," "confused," "incompetent, " "capricious," 
"monolithic," etc . 

This analysis is necessarily oriented toward areas that 
seem in need of improvement, which may convey a one-sided view. The 
vie'-1 that is missing is that of Personnel. That vie\v should be soli
cited. I believe it would add to my understanding of the obstacles 
they encounter in developing an effec tive personnel-management pro
gram and 'tvould amplify my perspective on points 1 have mentioned. 
In many cases assess ents are based on attitudes toward and 
effects of programs rather than on a direct analysis of the 
personnel- management function . It may be that the problems are 
not entirely attributable to Personnel . 

~ lf the views expressed in this report seem to be extreme, 
it may be because of their disparity with the standards maintained 
by the Bank 1n other respects. ~imilar conditions are common in 
other organizations. · 
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Any approach to solving these problems would be substantially 
strengthened by calling on resources within the Bank. Members of your 
senior staff could add to and sharpen any points that are out of focus 
in this report. Their involvement would assure a greater acceptance , 
and an increased likelihood of success for any action you may take. 
I believe they are critically interested. 

l wou_d welcome the opportunity to participate in solving 
these problems. 

Sincerely, 

w. DaVid Frenzel 



Personnel Management at the World Bank -- A Critical Assessment 

Effective utilization of manpower, the Bank's primary resource, 
depends on a well-developed and competently administered personnel-management 
program, carried out within the framework of clearly assigned authority and 
responsibility . The objective of this program should be to formulate and 
apply policies and procedures for providing an effective organization struc
ture, qualified employees, equitable treatment, job satisfaction, advancement 
opportunities, and adequate job security. This assessment of the personnel
management activity at the World Bank is based on that objective. 

Five specific functions are identified as necessary to meet that 
objective: 

Employment 

Employment 
Salary Administration 
Employee Relations 
Organization Planning and Development 
Employee Services 

The purpose of the employment function is to assure that all positions 
are filled by competent personnel at a reasonable cost. 

The first element in an employment program is recruiting -- searching 
for and attracting applicants qualified to fill vacant positions. There has been 
little opportunity to assess the adequacy of recruiting at the Bank. Some super
visors, however, have indicated that positions, even at the general-services 
level, are sometimes slow in being filled. There appear to be no job specifica
tions available against which to measure candidates. Line managers are often 
not trained to analyze job requirements. A personnel specialist can assist in 
this respect and develop specifications that will permit better matching of 
candidates with jobs. 

One manager felt that the recruiting activity for young professionals 
is poorly organized and wasteful. Apparently wholesale interviews are scheduled 
that could be avoided if the recruiting literature contained an adequate descrip
tion of selection standards. Many applicants could then select themselves out, 
s aving the time of the recruiter and maintaining better public relations for the 
Bank. Questions have arisen regarding the purpose and scope of the young
professional program. Immediate and long-range objectives should be clarified 
and a program developed to serve those objectives, including periodic evalua
tion of the results~ 

The selection process, which consists in interviewing and testing 
applicants, investigating references, and evaluating applicants, appears to 
have major flaws. There has been no opportunity to assess interviewing. 
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Testing is a major problem. Tests should be used to predict 
performance. In many cases a general service employee who fails to pass a 
skill test is placed in a lower position by Personnel but the supervisor has 
him perform the job for which he failed the test. Often such an employee 
performs in a superior manner but he cannot be rewarded because he "isn't 
qualified ." The standard for minimum job performance must be set by the 
line supervisor with the help of Personnel, and the tests must serve that 
standard -- not vice versa. 

It appears that overqualilied employees are hired at all levels. 
After a short time those employees become discontented and frustrated, a 
feeling that easily spreads to other employees. High salaries make it 
difficult for such employees to leave and often promotion is impossible. 
In time, their abilities atrophy through disuse. Over~ualified placements 
are wasteful of human skills and cause poor morale. 

Questions have been raised about the length of the reference
investigation process for general-service employees. Quality employees 
ordinarily have a broad choice of employment opportunities. If the employ
ment decision is delayed, such employees are lost to competitors. 

A third element of the employment function is orientation -- seeing 
that new empl oyees receive the training and information required to perform 
their duties effectively . Although the present content of the orientation 
program is not known, its effects suggest that employees are not receiving 
all the information they need about the Bank. Misconceptions abound concern
ing performance appraisal, merit increases, educational opportunities, promo
tion procedures, assignment on missions, use of sick leave, salary adequacy, 
etc . Proper orientation and follow-up by trained supervisors can minimize 
this problem. 

Part of the orientation process should be to determine tr~ining 
requirements of new employees. There is no evidence that this is being done. 

Promotion and transfer are another employment function. The objec
tive is to place current employees in positions that better utilize their 
capabilities. The best source of employees in higher-level position is 
employees in the Bank's own lower- level positions . Their capabilities, 
attitudes , and motivations are known to such an extent that their success 
can be predicted with much greater accuracy than if they were applicants. 
For the employees, there is no more effective incentive and reward. 

An effective promotion system depends upon a thorough knmvledge of 
job specifications throughout the organization, a thorough knowledge of all 

~ e~ployees' qualifications, relevant and adequate tests, and sound performance 
appraisals . These requirements do not appear to be met. It has been stated 
that promotion depends on the aggressiveness of a supervisor. Often it occurs 
through upgrading a job. Managers wi~h capable staff are prone to shelter 
their best employees for fear of losing them and not getting equally capable 
replacements . 
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On the other hand, demotions have occurred. As a rule demotions 
simply don't work out well. If an employee is unable to pass muster, less 
damage to the individual's feelings and to general morale occurs if the 
employee is separated or frozen for salary progress at this current grade. 

Transfers pose another problem. Managers seem to regard transfers 
as being efforts by one section to pawn off unsatisfactory employees on 
others rather than dismiss them. The transfer function can be useful but 
it must be done on the basis of performance and it must be done expeditiously. 
A general criticism of Personnel is its immobility. Actions take too long. 

A fifth employment activity is separation severing connections 
with employees in a manner most beneficial to them and to the Bank. 

In the absence of a well-prepared and effectively used performance
appraisal system it is difficult for unsatisfactory employees to be separated 
without feeling that they have been victimized by arbitrary and inconsistent 
management . Failure to separate unsatisfactory employees causes better-qualified 
employees to become discouraged and seek other employment. The result is lowered 
standards of performance and a substantially larger number of employees than 
would otherwise be necessary. 

This appears to be a critical problem at the Bank. It is increased 
by the general condition of salaries and fringe benefits that, taken as a 
package, seem exceedingly liberal. It is humane to encourage unsatisfactory 
employees to find other, more suitable employment . While supervisors often 
find this distasteful, the alternatives are expensive in financial and human 
terms . 

Kecommendations: 

The responsibility for the employment function at the Bank should 
be placed with a highly competent employment manager who could 

1. Develop working job specifications for all jobs. It is impossible 
to place an individual properly in a job without having an equiva
lent understanding of both the individual and the job; 

2. Develop a testing program that is relevant to job requirements 
and can be used to predict required performance. It is wasteful 
to require skills that are not needed to perform the job; 

3. Develop an orientation program that gives employees needed 
information about Bank policies and procedures; 

4. Develop a system for promoting and transferring employees, when
ever possible, on the basis of a broader knowledge of qualifications 
and demonstrated job performance; 

5. Make certain that unsatisfactory performance is quickly identified, 
that uniform action results, and that the employees involved are 
fully aware of their employment status; 
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6. Analyze turnover to determine who is leaving the Bank and why. 
Best employees must be retained when possible. Action must be 
taken on the knowledge that is gained from this analysis. 

Salary Administration 

All information available indicates that the salary-administration 
function at the Bank is poorly managed. 

The first problem area is job evaluation. It seems that the system 
for developing jobs, describing them, and evaluating them is inadequate and 
that this had many unfortunate results. Employees and managers alike believe 
that jobs are often evaluated on the basis of who is putting how much pressure 
on Personnel. Jobs of the same difficulty are differently evaluated in various 
departments. Employees feel that favoritism is a factor in job evaluation. 

Another problem is job pricing. Salary scales may be too high, 
which makes it difficult to compete efficiently in the job market. Selection 
is a dual process, and applicants, as participants, can be misled in selecting 
their employers by hi~1 salaries. Maintaining high salary levels also con
tributes to the retention of the least competent employees . 

Perhaps the biggest problem is in the area of performance appraisal. 
Employees at all levels in the organization must know (1) what is expected of 
them, and (l) how they are doing in order to perform effectively and in order 
to improve their performance. Ignorance is expressed on both counts at all 
levels at the Bank. Managers at the highest levels must understand the objec
tives of their departments (they should participate in setting those objectives), 
and they should be rewarded or penalized for their effectiveness in reaching 
them. The employee performing the simplest job should be likewise informed. 
A supervisor who fails to do this should be judged on his failure to perform, 
and on up through the organization. ~uch continual appraisal information 
is fundamental to consistent and equitable treatment of employees, promotion 
and transfer activity, merit increases, and separation. 

Recommendations: 

The salary- administration function at the Bank should be placed with 
a highly competent salary administrator, who should develop and maintain a com
prehensive salary-administration program consisting of: 

1. A job-evaluation system assuring equitable and consistent grades 
for jobs throughout the organization by developing objective scales 
of values for relating one job to another; 

2. A job-prici g method which establishes a salary schedule permitting 
the hiring of quality candidates, without making salaries so high 
as to compromise the proper function of the selection and separation 
processes; 

3. A performance-appraisal system which continually keeps employees 
at all levels informed of desired and delivered performanc~. 
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Employee Relations 

The employee-relations function should insure that the wor~ing 
relationships between management and employees and the job satisfaction of 
and work opportunities tor personnel are developed and maintained. The recent 
employee petition and stirrings among the professional staff are sure signals 
that problems exist in this area. 

Means must be found for developing and exchanging information at all 
levels throughout the Bank. Study should be given to developing 'vays of im
proving employee attitudes and employee-management relationships. 

Employees and supervisors have expressed frustration over their 
inability to learn what they need to know about activities in other areas. 
Employees seem to be continuously passing along rumors, often unfounded, about 
arbitrary decisions and unfair treatment of employees. When an employee's need 
to k.novr is not satisfied, he 'vill supply his own answers. 

Organization Planning and Development 
(> 

It should be the function of Personnel to insure that the Bank is 
effectively organized and capably staffed. This activity should be carried out 
within the framework provided by the Bank's objectives. 

Personnel should analyze key position requirements, analyze the 
organization structure, and forecast manpower requirements and resources. 
No evidence appeared in the past two weeks that any such formal organization 
planning activity exists. C 

The manpower development and training activity similarly seems to be 
generally deficient. Performance standards for key positions should be estab
lished and areas identified where incumbents must grow to meet those standards. 

A critical need exists at the Bank for supervisor and management 
training . The majority of those in management positions are high-caliber pro
fessionals who often lack management skills. When they are confronted with the 
responsibility of setting objectives, directing others, and evaluating employees 
and productivity, many of them prove inadequate. One supervisor stated in the 
presence of two grade-four employees that their jobs were "slave labor." Many 
supervisors '-•"ere gnorant of the grades of their employees; others co:nplained 
in front of errqiloyees that working quarters were noisy or overcrow·ded. Such 
statements reflect poor judgment and also a poor grasp of reality. Even a 
simple training program could provide the basic tools needed to supervise 
others effectively . 

Employee Services 

A comprehensive personnel-management program should help maintain 
the general \velfare of employees and ~sist them vrith problems related to 
their security and personal well- being . In this respect the Bank seems to 
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do too much, without any perspective on the overall cost of manpower. Benefits 
are stacked on benefits. Only the best employees can afford to leave. 

Personnel should serve as a primary resource in analyzing benefit 
provisions and trends in fringebenefits. lt should make recommendations on 
the distribution of available manpower dollars between salaries and benefits. 

One example of an abused fringe benefit is sick leave. lt appears 
that Personnel makes too little effort to control sick-leave abuse. Both 
employees and line managers should learn to regard sick leave as a social 
insurance. A general indoctrinat1on effort, beginning with employment and 
continuing regularly thereafter, is needed, at all levels. The number of 
Bank employees could be noticeably reduced with a properly managed sick-leave 
program. The conscientious employee would be the primary beneftciary. 

In Summarx 

To some extent the problems of Personnel may be indic~tive of a 
more general problem at a higher level. To the degree that department heads 
are unaware of or do not participate in setting organization and department 
objectives, and that they are unaware of top management's views of their 
performance, the organization is vulnerable to conditions such as seem to 
exist in Personnel. Problems of attitude and morale and feelings of frustra
tion are commonly generated in such a vacuum. Such problems at this level 
are more difficult to detect because of the insulation provided by authority 
and because of the exercise of discretion and self-control. Nevertheless, 
subordinates very often are sensitive to these factors, even though they may 
be unable to identify their sources. Generally lmv morale thus may not be 
due solely to ineffective personnel management. 

Any of the views expressed in this report could be modified on the 
basis of additional information, but the general condition that they reflect 
is a cause for serious concern. An organization with the goals of the Bank, 
those of releasing human capability, must be diligent in its efforts to 
avoid creating problems of the type it is trying to eliminate elsewhere. 
An organization experiencing the growth of the Bank can be an exhilarating 
place to work, and employees should be stimulated by the opportunities this 
growth presents. At the same time, such an organization is open to wide
spread criticism and loss of public confidence if employee strife and unrest 
were to surface rough the media or through an attempted union organization 
effort. If the problem~ appear large, the opportunities for achievement are 
larger. 



Compensation Changes to be ' Effective May 1, 1971 

I. General Salary Increase 

a. 5% (at least) increase in the salaries of all professional and 
non-professional personnel. 

b. 5% (at· least) increase in the top and bottom limits of all professional 
and non-professional salary ranges. 

II. Increases Required to Raise Bank Salary Ranges to Fund Levels 

a. See the attached schedule • 

. III. Increases Required to Raise Bank and Fund Salary Ranges to Competitive 
Levels 

a. See the attached schedule 

IV. Improvements Required in Retirement Plan to Match Fund Benefits '· 

a. Calculate retirement benefits on a "three H.A. R." basis i stead 
of a "five H .A. R." bas is. 

b. Provide complete protection (without a comp letely "open-ended" l iabili y) 
against price inflation following retirement, instead of the present 
protection, which is limited to a 3% per year cumulative. 

I'> 

V. Improvements in Other Fringe Benefits Req ired to Match the Fund Ben fits, 
or to Provide Uniform Treatment of Staff Personnel 

a. Annual leave 

(1) Increase from 20 days to 25 days per year for those with less than 
five years service . · 

(2) Raise the "carryover" limit 'from 40 days to 60 days, but strict l y 
enforcing the higher level. 

b • Home leave 

(1) Offer the option of allowing personnel to travel home annually, with 
a portion of the cost to be met by offsetting up to ten days of 

~ annual leave for each of two years. 

(2) Eliminate the "sea travel" option. 

(3) Reduce the "service" requirement for non-professionals for their 
first leave from five years to three years. 

(4) Extend home leave privileges to non-professionals who are on i mmi gra
tion visas. 
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{5) Extend home leave privileges to the spouses of a female employee 
who is the principal income earner •. 

(6) Make the minor changes in computation of leave time, choice of 
own country , and excess baggage allowances referred to in,i ems 
l(a), l(b), and l(d) on page 6 of Annex 1 of the March 4 
memorandum. 

c. Dependency allowances 

(1) Raise eligibility limit from $10,000 to $16,000. 

(2) Do not raise the $500.00, $300.00, and $200.00 allowances to 
$600.00, $350.00, and .$250 .00 unless the Fund does so. 

(3) Make the minor changes relating to income limits, calculation of 
children's allowances, and "separated" spouses allowances, as 
outlined in A 3 (a), (b), and (c) of Annex 4 of the March 4 
memorandum. 

d. Education ben~fits 

(1) Extend to "anywhere" in the lvorld, or to the Fund rule. 

e. Travel insurance 

(1) Extend to all Bank travel and cover children and spouses. 

f. Resettlement 

(1) Eliminate sex discrimination • . 

g. Medical insurance 

(1) Maintain the current formula even though it be more costly to th 
staff than the Fund plan, which provides inferior benefits. 

' ' . 

h. Parking subsidy 

(1) Reduce the charges to staff to the Fund level. 

i. Finance assistance policy 

(1) Amend the published policy to conform to the Fund policy, e.g., 
increase the loan limit upon mploy ent from three mo ths to ix 
months salary; raise the loan limit for home purchases to twelv 
months salary and twelve years instead of six months sal ry and 
six years; raise the emergency loan limit . to six months salary 
instead of three months salarY.· 
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j . Minor changes to move to Fund levels 

(1) ·Change allowances for shipment of household effects; air f r eight 
on resettlement; repatriation of non- professional staff; sick 
leave; and maternity leave, as outlined in par graphs 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 of Annex 4 of the March 4 memorandum. 

k . Travel expenses 

(1) Reimburse on a per diem instead of an "actual" basis. 

3/18/71 



Agenda for March 18 Meeting of the Compens ion Committee 

1 . Does the attached schedule properly reflect the changes agreed o e rlie 
this week? 

2 . Reappraise the increases marked on th schedule wit question ma k . 

3 . \fuat changes should be made in "gra e s ps ?" 

4 . What changes should be made in the compensation of the secretari s of 
Executive Dire ctors . 

5. With the changes referred to above, have we placed all elements of 
Bank compe sation equal to or above comparable Fu d levels? 

I 

6. What is the estimated full ye r cost ( mount and percent increase) of 
the changes recommended by the Bank? 

7. What additional chang s are reco ended by the Fund staff? 

8. What should be the form and content of the memorandum to t e Bank Board? 

9 . What time schedule should be followed for the pr paration of the 
to the Board and the Board discussion? 

moran dum 
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Changes in Salary Ranges Required to Match IMF Levels · 

Grade 

Deputy Director 

D 

E 

F 

G 

7 

6 

5 

4 

2 

1 

'' 

Increase Required 

Bottom Top 

$2,400 

900 

700 

? 

270? 

270 

10 
a/ 

300-

170 

840 

500? 

$1,370 

1,540 

1,0 0 

560 

270 

~/ Required to meet U.S. Civil Service limit 

3/15/71 



NOTE ON ACTION REQUIRED TO REPLENISH THE COMMITMENT AUTHORITY OF THE //J 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION ~ ~ '1 

The International Development Assoc iation (IDA) will have exhausted its 
existing authority to make new loans by June 30 , 1971 . Unless ac ion is taken 
immediately to replenish that authority, no new loans to such countries as India, 
Pakistan, and Indonesia may be made by the World Bank Group after that date. 
This note describes the nature of the problem and suggests a course of action 
to resolve it. 

The IDA is an affiliate of the World Bank set up in 1960 to extend credi 
on very soft terms (10 years grace period; repayment over the following 40 years; 
wit a service charge of 3/4 of 1%) to those countries which are too poor, or whose 
balance of payments is too weak, to enable them to accept loans on harder terns . 
Since IDA itself lends on soft terms, it cannot afford to borrow on the marke and 
is therefore dependent for its funds on contributions fro~ governments. 

IDA's initial capital consisted of subscriptions of $1 billion, of which 
$765 m·llion was subscribed by the governments of the developed countries (the 
so-c lled Part I member countries) . Further replenishments took place in 1964 
an 1969, amounting to $750 million and $1200 million respec ively . rn July, 1970, 
egotiations for a Third Replenishu ent in the amount of slightly over $2400 mi~l on 

ov r a t~ree-year period (roughly $800 million a year, of which t e U.S. was ~o 
contribute 40% or $320 million) were concluded between governments, and the A2ree
m~r.~ is now awaiting action by legis~atures . Unde~ the terms of the Agr 1e , it 
cannot come into force until a notification has been received from member countr es, 
inci ing 12 Part I members, accounting for $1900 million of the contribut io s . 
This means that the arrangements canno t become effective without the notific tion 
of he United States Government. 

It was made clear in the negotiations that by June 30, 1971, IDA wo 1 ~ ave 

fully committed the funds at its disposal and would therefore need fresh comrr.i t 
men authority (the necessary cash to finance d~sbursements , on the ot er •' n , 
would be needed only over a period of approximately i] years from the date of 
commitment) . The negotiations were begun in the last fe'v months of 1969 ,.,ith the 
object of concluding them not later than July 31 , 1970, thus allowing slightly 
less than a year for the necessary legislative action if the arrangements were to 
become effective by July 1, 1971. Ratification of the agreement by the U. S. 
Congress before July 1, 1971 now appears highly unlikely. 

IDA already has in the pipeline projects amounting to $1.5 billion and, 
allowing f or projects which may be discarded or delayed, planned commitments for 
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1971 amount to $950 million. If there were to 
be a delay of no more than 6 months in Congressional ratification of the Third 
Replenishment (i.e., if Congress were to act by December 31, 1971), IDA woul d 
need to find about $450 million to cover commitments in the period July 1 to 
December 31, 1971. This might be done by asking member governments, other than 
the United States, to make voluntary contributions without waiting for the Agree-

. m~nt to become effective on the understanding that such contributions would count 
toward the discharge of their obligations once the arrangements came into force . 

It is of the utmost importance for the work of IDA that there should be no 
delay in providing it with fresh commitment authority before July 1, 1971. The 
World Bank management needs to know, therefore: 

' 1. What prospect the U.S. Administration sees that Congress will ratify the 
agreement by that date. 
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2. If Congressional ratification of the ~gr~ement cannot be achieved by 
July 1, what course of action the U.S. Government would recommend that the Bank 
management should follow. 

) 

If the U.S. Government were itself to conclude that the Congressiona l act ion 
required cannot be completed by July 1, IDA could ask for voluntary advance con
tributions from other member governments. In these circumstances, it would be•'Of 
the greatest assistance if the U.S. Government would send a communication to the 
other Part I member governments saying (a) that it is the firm intention of the 
U.S. Administration to use all means at its disposal to secure the necessary 
action by the Congress as soon as possible after July 1, 1971, an~ that it ha s 
good hopes that such action can be completed not later than December 31, 1971 , 
and (b) that, in the meantime, the U.S. Government would regard it as in every 
way helpful if other member governments would agree to make advance contributions 
since such action by them would help IDA to continue its operations without 
interruption. 

3/13/71 
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TABLE - Net Salaries of Top Fourteen Executives as 

" 

Organization 

~I 
Bank 

2:_/ 
Fund 

a/ b/ 

(after exclusions noted) 

Top Staff 
Excluded 

Pres. & Knapp 

Managing Dir. & Dep. 

UN(Wash. base)- - Sec.Gen. & 1 Under Sec. 
a/ b/ 

UN(New York base) - Sec.Gen. & 1 Under Sec. 

Ford Foundation Pres. & 1 Vice Pres. 

Federal Reserve- NY Pres. & 1st Vice Pres. 

U.S. Govt.-Off. of Mgt.&Bud. Top 2 
a/ 

O.E.C.D.(Paris)- Sec.Gen. & 1 Dep. 

. ~/ Includes family allowances 

b/ Includes changes to be effective 7/1/71 

36,469 

35,662 

33,966 

36,163 

35,048 

29,130 

25,107 

24,967 

3/15/71 
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Princeton University 
CORWIN HALL 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Robert S. McNamara 
President 
World Bank 
1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washington, D . . C. 

Dear Bob: 

With reference to our luncheon conversation last F iday, I am enclosing 
a copy of Toward a Social Report. This is a pioneering use of social indicators 
with reference to the United States. 

As noted on p. v, the person responsible for the Report was Mancur Olson, 
who is now Professor of Economics, University of Maryland, _College Park, 
Maryland 20742. 

Professor Olson is not only one of the leading specialists on social 
indicators in this country, but he is also in touch with other specialists in this 
country and abroad who are working on this subject. 

En c. 
,CEB:jmcd 

) Sincerely, 
~ ' 

Cyril~ Black 

WOODROW WILSON SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
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I!';TERNA TIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATION AL BANK FO R 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEV~LOPMENT 

INTERNATIO AL FINAN CE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMO A D M 
TO: Mr . Robert S. McNamara DATE: March 8, 1971 

FROM : 

S BJECT: 

H. B. Ripman 

LOUIS LOUVET,; 

DECLASSIFIED 

MAY 0 2 2013 
WBG ARCHIVES 

CONFIDENTIAL 

You asked me to let you have information about Louis Louvet, a former 
Bank staff member, which you might pass on to Mr. Rudolph Peterson who told 
you that Louvet was apparently a candidate for the chief executive officer's 
post at PICA. 

Louvet, a Frenchman, joined the Bank staff in January 1957 as a junior 
loan officer and was assigned to the tb.en Asia and Middle East Department. 
He made a slow start and when it was time to confirm the completion of his 
probationary year it was decided to extend his probation for a further six 
months . 

It was not altogether surprlslng that Louvet found it difficult to adjus t 
to the work of a loan officer since there were reservations expressed about 
his qualifications for Bank employment before he was offered an appointment. 
His training in economics was weak and he ha·d had no practical experience 
\vhatsoever . His knowledge of English was also poor . From this hesitant 
beginning Louvet made unspectacular progress and it was doubted that he would 
ever reach senior operations officer level. This is all borne out by the 
performance evaluations on file. 

By 1961, despite some difficult family problems, Louvet had improved 
sufficiently to be given a good rating by his supervisors. In October of 
that year he was offered a post by OECD and after reviewing his record in 
the Bank and prospects for advancement Mr. Knapp, it seems clear, encouraged 
him to accept OECD's offer. 

Since his departure in January 1962 Louvet has made several attempts to 
return to the Bank, the latest in connection with the Indonesia mission in 
January 1969. No encouragement has ever been given him by the Bank in these 
attempts. 

There really is little in Louvet's Bank career, which ended over nine 
years ago when he was ·36 years old, on which to base an assessment of his 
potential today. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE~. · 7' -~ . .,Jl~-~-:::J/' ..._..__, 
O F FICE OF THE SECRETARY J 
WAS HI NGTON, D.C . 20250 ~ 

Mr. Robert McNamara 
President 
The World Bank 
1818 H Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Dear Mr. McNamara: 

February 26, 

After our discussion at the recent Brookings Luncheon, 
I thought that I might take the liberty of sending you 
a paper on the problem of proteins which appeared in a 
recent issue of the Uni1ever Journal PROGRESS. I am 
also enclosing a manuscript on "Strategies to Eliminate 
Malnutrition" which was submitted for publication in 
India. 

Perhaps you or some of your colleagues might find these 
of interest and helpful. 

Sincerely, 

AARON M. ALTSCHUL 
Special Assistant for 
Nutrition Improvement 

Enclosures 

cA.--1/} --! 
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reb 9, 1971 

r r. Eaaer: 

B would ry uch 11k to h v the pap n ic:h 
ou indi~~t will be eirculat d bout April 1. 

Sincerely, 

(Mi e) r aret S. Stroud 
S eretary to Mr. MeN ra 

Mr. Geor e E g r 
Executive Officer 
Internation 1 Council for 

Educational D ·elope nt 
522 1fth A nue 

ew Yor , N. Y. 10036 
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PAT RYAN, J • 
P. 0. BOX 97 
GlWJAM, TEXAS 

U.S.A. 

DEEPLY cu:t IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FO 

MARCH 8 •· 1971 

TG JOI OU AT Dilftlla 110 JIG 

ClAUS WAlJCER W&O IS DOTH All OUTSTADI G ·TUAB A GUAT PUBLIC Sl :VOT. 

DUI.INC TilE PAST TWO YEA FEW RAVE EQUALED B.lS CO IBUTI.OR TO ftE 

STUIGTBDI C. OF OUR NATIO 'S lCO Aim THE I 

ELATIO S Vl'nt THE onJE TIO 0 nm VO!ll.D. PL . GIV RDt TB MY . 

TULATIONS. 

r aret S. troucl 
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